
EGRD Upgrade Version Apt-X 
Bluetooth 4.0 Wireless Sports Stereo 
Headsets , Part Support Voice Control 
Function Music Earphones, Universal 
Neckband H

Product Description Package Include: 1. One headset with EGRD brand logo 2. 
One gift box with EGRD logo 3. One instructions 4. One USB charging cable 
Kindly Note: 1.Egrd Online is the only legal owner of EGRD.brand. Easybuying 
times takes full responsibility of all the EGRD products. 2. Please kindly check the 
seller store name in case of buying counterfeit and shoddy product from others. 
3.EGRD HV-800 headset is adopted with the high quality bluethooth Chip CSR 
8635.In case of buying fake products, when you receive the items, please kindly 
check it. 4. EGRD offers months repair and 45 days free exchange for all the 
products in the Easybuying times store. 5. If you receive the item not as described, 
such as without EGRD logo. We suggest you filing a claim with team to protect 
your benifits. 

I received this as a gift. I was thrilled to have a bluetooth headset instead of 
catching wired headphones on things. The earbud wire clips very quickly were 
lost. This doesn't impair functionality, but without them taming the length of 
earbud cord, I have a length of wire on either side of my neck like wings. Not very 
pretty. Sound quality is ok. When I use it to talk to people on the phone, I get 
common complaints that it is difficult to hear me clearly. Music battery length is 
about 9 hours. Since almost every headset I find on is only rated for 10 hours, 
that's not bad. The band around the neck is small and flexible, hardly noticeable 
even when laying down. No problem there. The LED ring around the button 
flashes every few seconds when the headset is on. Not only do I find this 
unnecessary, it is WAY too bright--definitely attracting attention around other 
people and an annoyance in the dark. Slight cracks developed along the underside 



of the left side. The coating underneath the left headset arm bubbled a bit. I've 
used it pretty heavily. After about eight months, suddenly the left earbud only 
functions intermittently. The right seems ok, but the left will play audio regularly, 
or quietly, or loudly, or distortedly, shifting between those states randomly. There 
are only three controls, not counting the power switch: the play/pause/answer 
button and the volume rocker (press to change to next or previous track, hold down 
to adjust volume). Most other headsets provide more control. All too often, music 
does not resume after interrupted by an audio alert or a phone call. Not sure if 
that's the headset or a software problem on my phone, though. Charging is fairly 
quick, but annoying simply because the instructions specify to unplug it when 
charged--you can't just leave it plugged in overnight, but should monitor it. A huge 
irritation is the bluetooth connection. I can walk about ten feet away from the 
phone. For some reason, putting it in my pocket can result in audio cutting in and 
out. If I'm outside and the phone is in my pocket, the connection is very poor, and 
sometimes completely disconnects. Very frustrating! 

Watch Video Here: http://www..com/review/R99HKARXRWLLLI'm not sure 
who makes or whose company is licensing this headphone from a foreign 
manufacturer, but for a pair of neckphones that's currently selling for under $20, 
there very little to complain about. First up, the HV-800 are a consumer-grade 
audio device.These are a pair of wireless neckband or neckphones that also 
features an inline mic to answer phone calls. Because the ear piece is designed to 
be pushed into the earcanals as opposed to just sitting inside the earlobe, the sound 
is a lot more dramatic. If you're keeping the neckphone sitting on your should as a 
necklace but already paired with a phone, these headphones will vibrate and have a 
slight chime to it to let you know that you have an incoming call. The 
manufacturer states that the phones have: * Bluetooth 4.0 radio built in * Noise 
reduction and Echo cancelling * Magnetic earphone storage * Feather weightat 
32g * AptX for reducing a loss frequency This is a steal for $20.A STEAL. 

The HV-800 is an OK sounding, without AptX, headset that offers good call 
quality and just OK sound quality for music without AptX. The thing is, at the 
current MSRP, these are probably some of the least expensive headphones 
available that offer Aptx capability, and if you have a device that supports AptX, 
they may be at least worth checking out. The design, the around the neck controller 
with semi-detachable earphones has become a sport headphone staple in recent 
years. The design is utilitarian and works quite well to keep your earphones, if they 



pop out when you exercise, from getting tangled our otherwise lost. It also makes 
for easy removal if you work in say, an office area where people stop at your desk 
frequently. Setup is fairly simple, and be aware that these headphones are 
WIRELESS over Bluetooth ONLY. There is no wired option. The first time you 
flip the power switch, the headphones are in pairing mode. Simply turn BT on with 
your device and pair to the HV-800. You can now stream sound over BT, 
including calls. Call quality overall is not bad. My chat partners are able to hear me 
without issue, and I can hear them. In terms of music, without using AptX, these 
sound disappointing. The bass is over accentuated and the mids get muddy. With 
AptX playback, they still don't sound audiophile grade/fantastic, but they do sound 
good at this price point. I would say that if you don't have AptX capability, and 
you are looking for good sound, these are likely not for you. Overall, the value is 
there, but the sound quality without AptX just isn't there. Sample provided for 
review. See all 335 customer reviews...

Product Details Sales Rank: #290 in Cell Phone Accessories Color: Black Brand: 
EGRD Model: EGRDTM Features The ;upgraded ;earphone ;has ;Bluetooth ;4.0. 
Chip: CRS 8635. Supports the Apt-X Technology. It saves more power and 
provides high-fidelity and stereo music. It's ;exceptionally ;lightweight, 
;comfortable, ;flexible, ;and ;light ;neckband ;that ;is ;made ;of ;ultra-light ;shape 
;memory ;alloy. ;Eliminates ;the ;tangle ;wires ;that ;drive ;you ;crazy. The ;newly 
;added ;voice ;control ;function ;means ;you ;need ;to ;press ;the ;voice ;control 
;button ;on ;your ;phone, ;and ;speaking ;with ;the ;earphone, ;it ;supports ;voice 
;control. ;Not ;ordinary ;hands-free ;call. Vibrate function . Only the left side of the 
earphone will vibrate when someone is calling you. The ;basic ;features ;are ;long 
;talk/play/standby ;times ;up ;to ;15/10/500 ;hours. ;This ;will ;connect 
;automatically ;with ;a ;phone ;paired ;previously. ;The ;wireless ;range ;is ;10 
;meters. 

More Information (EGRD Upgrade Version Apt-X Bluetooth 4.0 Wireless 
Sports Stereo Headsets , Part Support Voice Control Function Music 
Earphones, Universal Neckband H)

EGRD Upgrade Version Apt-X Bluetooth 4.0 Wireless Sports Stereo Headsets , 
Part Support Voice Control Function Music Earphones, Universal Neckband H 
will end up being handy. And wish Now i'm a section of enabling you get yourself 
a superior item.Having said that, Hopefully product reviews about this EGRD 
Upgrade Version Apt-X Bluetooth 4.0 Wireless Sports Stereo Headsets , Part 
Support Voice Control Function Music Earphones, Universal Neckband H 

https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B00QRTGHZK
https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B00QRTGHZK
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kind Amazon online marketplace.com will turn out to be practical. And believe I 
am an area of aiding you to acquire a excellent product or service. You should 
have a review and expertise shape listed here. I am praying you might ensure and 
buying EGRD Upgrade Version Apt-X Bluetooth 4.0 Wireless Sports Stereo 
Headsets , Part Support Voice Control Function Music Earphones, Universal 
Neckband H immediately after read this finest product reviews. You can expect to 
receive a review and encounter variety right here. I am praying you might ensure 
Critique EGRD Upgrade Version Apt-X Bluetooth 4.0 Wireless Sports Stereo 
Headsets , Part Support Voice Control Function Music Earphones, Universal 
Neckband H. just after see this most effective ratings You will be amazed to 
observe how practical this particular product could possibly be, so you can feel 
good take into consideration that it EGRD Upgrade Version Apt-X Bluetooth 4.0 
Wireless Sports Stereo Headsets , Part Support Voice Control Function Music 
Earphones, Universal Neckband H is probably the well known product in 
currently. 

Title :EGRD Upgrade Version Apt-X Bluetooth 4.0 Wireless Sports Stereo 
Headsets , Part Support Voice Control Function Music Earphones, Universal 
Neckband H

PRICE : Check Prices Now!!!

EGRD Upgrade Version Apt-X Bluetooth 4.0 
Wireless Sports Stereo Headsets , Part Support 
Voice Control Function Music Earphones, 
Universal Neckband H Review 
Before Buying EGRD Upgrade Version Apt-X Bluetooth 4.0 Wireless Sports 
Stereo Headsets , Part Support Voice Control Function Music Earphones, 
Universal Neckband H On the web, Should be aware of: 

All of this Has with sellers for individuals so that you can educate you on a well 
liked online shoppers worldwide. Just click here for through which extremely 

https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B00QRTGHZK


retain stores. Have opinions through consumers with purchased this subject Retail 
store will have to contain trustworthiness Have acquired element product. 
Establish a little while of shipment. In addition that you should Regions. Along 
with the expense of shipping and shipping and shipping. Technique to get 
merchandise tightly. including Credit score rankings card. Have vote buyer and 
rating testimonies. Have value and do a comparison of expense of companies.
Read More.......
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